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ABSTRACT
We present the photometry and theoretical models for a Galactic bulge microlensing event OGLE-
2000-BUL-43. The event is very bright with I = 13.54 mag, and has a very long time scale, tE = 156 days.
The long time scale and its light curve deviation from the standard shape strongly suggest that it may
be affected by the parallax effect. We show that OGLE-2000-BUL-43 is the first discovered microlensing
event, in which the parallax distortion is observed over a period of 2 years. Difference Image Analysis
(DIA) using the PSF matching algorithm of Alard & Lupton enabled photometry accurate to 0.5%.
All photometry obtained with DIA is available electronically. Our analysis indicates that the viewing
condition from a location near Jupiter will be optimal and can lead to magnifications ∼ 50 around
January 31, 2001. These features offer a great promise for resolving the source (a K giant) and breaking
the degeneracy between the lens parameters including the mass of the lens, if the event is observed with
the imaging camera on the Cassini space probe.
Subject headings: gravitational microlensing — stars: individual OGLE-2000-BUL-43
1. INTRODUCTION
Gravitational microlensing was originally proposed as a
method of detecting compact dark matter objects in the
Galactic halo (Paczyn´ski 1986). However, it also turned
out to be an extremely useful method to study Galactic
structure, mass functions of stars and potentially extra-
solar planetary systems (for a review, see Paczyn´ski 1996).
Most microlensing events are well described by the stan-
dard light curve (e.g., Paczyn´ski 1986). Unfortunately,
from these light curves, one can derive only a single phys-
ical constraint, namely the Einstein radius crossing time,
which involves the lens mass, various distance measures
and relative velocity (see §4). This degeneracy means that
the lens properties cannot be uniquely inferred. There-
fore any further information on the lens configuration is of
great importance. Microlensing events that exhibit paral-
lax effects provide this type of information. Such effects
can occur when the event is observed simultaneously from
two different positions in the Solar system (Refsdal 1966)
or when the event lasts long enough that the Earth’s mo-
tion can no longer be approximated as rectilinear during
the event (Gould 1992). Both of these effects will be di-
rectly relevant to the current paper. The first parallax
microlensing event was reported by the MACHO collab-
oration toward the Galactic bulge (Alcock et al. 1995),
and the second case (toward Carina) was discovered by
the OGLE collaboration and reported in Mao (1999). Ad-
ditional parallax microlensing candidates have been pre-
sented in a conference proceeding (Bennett et al. 1997). In
this paper, we report a new parallax microlensing event,
OGLE-2000-BUL-43. This bulge event was discovered well
ahead of the peak by the Early Warning System (Udalski
et al. 1994), and attracted attention due to its extreme
brightness and very long time scale.
The unusually long duration of the event (tE ∼ 156 days)
combined with the extremely small velocity of the magnifi-
cation pattern on the plane of the observer (v˜ ∼ 40 km s−1,
i.e., hardly faster than the motion of the Earth), imply
that the parallax effect is not only detectable, but measur-
able very precisely. To make the most of this possibility,
we employ difference image analysis (DIA, Woz´niak 2000)
to optimize the photometry (§2).
The parallax measurement that we present here yields
not only the size of the Einstein radius projected onto the
observer plane (r˜E ≈ 3.62AU) but also the direction of
lens-source relative motion in the heliocentric coordinate
system. By combining these two, we can predict the light
curve seen by any observer in the solar system as a func-
tion of time. In particular, we predict that as seen from
the Cassini spacecraft around January 31, 2001, the lens
∗Based on observations obtained with the 1.3 m Warsaw Telescope at the Las Campanas Observatory of the Carnegie Institution of
Washington.
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2and source will have an extraordinarily close separation
and hence the source will be highly magnified. Unless the
lens turns out to be very massive (M ∼> 0.8M⊙) and close
(Dd ∼< 1 kpc), such a separation would permit resolution
of the source and hence measurement of the the angular
Einstein radius, θE (Alcock et al. 1997, 2000; Albrow et
al. 1999, 2000, 2001; Afonso et al. 2000). Gould (1992)
showed that by combining measurements of r˜E, θE and
the Einstein radius crossing time (tE), one could obtain a
complete solution of the event,
M =
c2
4G
r˜EθE, (1)
Drel =
r˜E
θE
≡ AU
πrel
, (2)
µrel =
θE
tE
, (3)
where Drel = DdDs/(Ds −Dd), πrel = AU/Dd − AU/Ds
is the lens-source relative parallax, µrel is the lens-source
relative proper motion, and Dd and Ds are the distances
to the lens and source, respectively. See also Gould
(2000). Since the source is quite bright even at baseline
(I = 13.54, V = 15.65) it should be easily measurable
by the Cassini probe. Cassini photometry would therefore
very likely yield the first mass measurement of a microlens-
ing event.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In §2 we describe
observations, in §3 we describe our photometric reduction
method, §4 contains the details of model fitting and pre-
dicted viewing conditions, in §5 we describe potential sci-
entific returns of Cassini observations and finally in §6, we
briefly summarize and discuss our results.
2. OBSERVATIONS
All observations presented in this paper were carried out
during the second phase of the OGLE experiment with
the 1.3-m Warsaw telescope at the Las Campanas Obser-
vatory, Chile, which is operated by the Carnegie Institu-
tion of Washington. The telescope was equipped with the
“first generation” camera with a SITe 2048× 2048 CCD
detector working in the drift-scan mode. The pixel size
was 24 µm giving the scale of 0.417′′ per pixel. Obser-
vations of the Galactic bulge fields were performed in the
“medium” reading mode of the CCD detector with the
gain 7.1 e−/ADU and readout noise about 6.3 e−. Details
of the instrumentation setup can be found in Udalski, Ku-
biak & Szyman´ski (1997).
The OGLE-2000-BUL-43 event was detected by the
OGLE Early Warning System (Udalski et al. 1994) in
mid-2000. Equatorial coordinates of the event for 2000.0
epoch are: α2000 = 18
h08m43.s04, δ2000 = −32◦24′39.′′5,
ecliptic coordinates are: λ = 271.◦863, β = −8.◦986 and
Galactic coordinates are l = 359.◦467, b = −6.◦036. Fig-
ure 1 is a finding chart showing the 120′′ × 120′′ region
centered on the event. Observations of this field started
in March 1997, and continued until November 22, 2000.
The bulge observing season usually ends at the beginning
of November, therefore the latest observations of OGLE-
2000-BUL-43 were made in difficult conditions with the
object setting shortly after the sunset, when the sky is still
quite bright. Fortunately the source was bright enough so
that poor seeing and high backgrounds were not a signifi-
cant problem in the DIA analysis.
The majority of the OGLE-II frames are taken in the
I-band. For the BUL SC7 field 330 I-band and 9 V -band
observations were collected. Udalski et al. (2000) gives full
details of the standard OGLE observing techniques and
the DoPhot photometry is available from OGLE web site
at http://www.astrouw.edu.pl/∼ogle/ogle2/ews/ews.html.
3. PHOTOMETRY
Our analysis includes all I-band observations of the
BUL SC7 field. We used the DIA technique to obtain
the light curves of the OGLE-2000-BUL-43 event. Our
method is based on the recently developed optimal PSF
matching algorithm (Alard & Lupton 1998; Alard 2000).
Unlike other methods that use divisions in Fourier space
(Crotts 1992, Phillips & Davis 1995, Tomaney & Crotts
1996, Reiss et al. 1998, Alcock et al. 1999), the Alard &
Lupton method operates directly in real space. Addition-
ally it is not required to know the PSF of each image to
determine the convolution kernel. Woz´niak (2000) tested
the method on large samples and showed that the error
distribution is Gaussian to better than 1%. Compared
to the standard DoPhot photometry (Schechter, Mateo, &
Saha 1993), the scatter was always improved by a factor of
2–3 and frames taken in even the worst seeing conditions
gave good photometric points.
Our DIA software handles PSF variations in drift-scan
images by polynomial fits. Even then it is required that
the frames are subdivided into 512×128 pixel strips be-
cause PSF variability along the direction of the scan is
much faster than across the frame. The object of inter-
est turned out to be not too far from the center of one
of the subframes selected automatically, therefore we basi-
cally adopted the standard pipeline output for that piece
of the sky without the need to run the software on the full
format. Minor modifications included more careful prepa-
ration of the reference image and calibration of the counts
in terms of standard magnitude system.
First, from the full data set for the BUL SC7 field we
selected 20 frames with the best seeing, small shifts rela-
tive to OGLE template and low background level. More
weight was assigned to the PSF shape and quality of tele-
scope tracking in the analyzed region during the selection
process. These frames were co-added to create a reference
frame for all subsequent subtractions. Preparation of the
reference image was absolutely critical for the quality of
the final results.
Next we ran the DIA pipeline for all of our data to re-
trieve the AC signal (variable part of the flux) of our lensed
star. The software rejected only 9 frames due to very bad
observing conditions or very large shifts in respect to the
reference image. Our final light curve contains 321 obser-
vations. To calibrate the result on the magnitude scale we
ran DoPhot on the reference image. The magnitude zero
point (I = 13.54, V = 15.65) was obtained by comparing
our DoPhot photometry with the OGLE database.
The DIA light curve is shown in Figure 2. The scatter in
the photometry is 0.5% and is dominated by systematics
due to atmospheric turbulence and PSF variations. The
individual error bars returned by the automated massive
photometry pipeline (Woz´niak 2000) proved to be over-
estimated when compared to the scatter around the best
3fit model (§4). Most likely this is a combined result of indi-
vidual care during data processing for OGLE-2000-BUL-
43 and relatively low density of stars in the BUL SC7 field.
The errors were re-calibrated so as to enforce χ2 per degree
of freedom to be unity in the best-fit model with parallax
(see §4 and Table 1).
We would like to stress the fact that it is the ac-
curacy achieved here with the DIA method which en-
abled a detailed study of the lens parameters. Fig-
ure 3 presents the distribution of residuals with respect
to the model (see §4) for measurements with the DIA
pipeline. Maximal differences between the classical sin-
gle point microlensing model and the parallax fit are in-
dicated by dashed vertical lines. One notices that the
scatter of the photometry is small enough to analyse the
parallax effect. Additionally our data set contains 82
more points than the OGLE EWS light curve. The dif-
ference is because the lowest grade frames are rejected
in the standard DoPhot analysis. The DIA photom-
etry data file is available from the OGLE anonymous
FTP server: ftp://sirius.astrouw.edu.pl/ogle/ogle2/BUL-
43/bul43.dat.gz.
In Figure 4 we present the Color-Magnitude Diagram
for the BUL SC7 field. The position of the lensed star
(marked by a cross) suggests that the source is a K giant.
For later studies of the finite source size effect (§5), we
would like to estimate the angular diameter of the star. In
order to do this, we first need to estimate the dereddened
color and magnitude of the star. For this purpose, we use
the red-clump giants that have well calibrated dereddened
colors and magnitudes. We adopt the average color and
magnitude of red-clump giants in Baade’s window from
the previous studies (Paczyn´ski et al. 1999),
(V − I)RC,0 = 1.11, IRC,0 = 14.37. (4)
From Figure 4, the red-clump stars in the BUL SC7 field
have
(V − I)RC = 1.67± 0.02, IRC = 15.15± 0.05. (5)
Hence we have
E(V − I) = (V − I)RC − (V − I)RC,0 = 0.57, (6)
and
AI = IRC − IRC,0 = 0.78. (7)
Taking into account a blending parameter f = 0.91 (see
§4, Table 1) in the I-band, we obtain the magnitudes of
the lensed star as I = 13.64, V = 15.75. Hence, the intrin-
sic color and I-band magnitude for OGLE-2000-BUL-43
are
(V −I)0 = (V −I)−E(V −I) = 1.54, I0 = I−AI = 12.86.
(8)
Note that these values we derived are somewhat differ-
ent from those of Schlegel, Finkbeiner & Davis (1998):
AI = 0.92 and EV−I = 0.61. Our smaller extinction
value is consistent with Stanek (1998) who argued that the
Schlegel et al. (1998) map over-estimates the extinction
for |b| < 5◦. Our estimate based on the red-clump giants
is also somewhat uncertain because of the metallicity gra-
dient that may exist between Baade’s window (b = −4◦)
and the BUL SC7 field (b = −6◦). Fortunately, this un-
certainty in reddening only affects the angular diameter
estimate very slightly because the surface brightness-color
relation has a slope similar to the slope of the reddening
line (see below).
Using the dereddened color and magnitude, we can es-
timate the angular stellar radius (θ⋆) using the empiri-
cally determined relation between color and surface bright-
ness (van Belle 1999), independent of the source distance.
Transforming van Belle’s relation given in V vs. V − K
into I vs. V − I using the color-color relations of Bessel &
Brett (1988), one obtains
θ⋆ = 18.9µas × 10(12.90−I0)/5 × [(V − I)0 − 0.6] (9)
For our star, this gives θ⋆ = 18.1µas. Using the values
from Schlegel et al. (1998), the θ⋆ value increases by about
2%. Therefore the estimate of the angular stellar radius is
quite robust.
4. MODEL
We first fit the light curve with the standard single
microlens model which is sufficient to describe most mi-
crolensing events. In this model, the (point) source, the
lens and the observer all move with constant spatial ve-
locities. The standard form is given by (e.g., Paczyn´ski
1986):
A(t) =
u2 + 2
u
√
u2 + 4
, u(t) ≡
√
u20 + τ(t)
2, (10)
where u0 is the impact parameter (in units of the Einstein
radius) and
τ(t) =
t− t0
tE
, tE =
θE
µrel
, (11)
with t0 being the time of the closest approach (maximum
magnification), θE the angular Einstein radius, and tE the
Einstein radius crossing time. The explicit forms of the
angular Einstein radius (θE) and the projected Einstein
radius (r˜E) are
θE =
√
4GM
c2Drel
, r˜E =
√
4GMDrel
c2
(12)
where M is again the lens mass and Drel is defined below
equation (3). For microlensing in the local group, θE is ∼
mas and r˜E ∼ few AU. Equations (10-12) show the well-
known lens degeneracy, i.e., from a measured tE, one can
not infer the lens mass, distances and kinematics uniquely
even if the source distance is known.
To fit the I-band data with the standard model, we need
a minimum of four parameters, namely, u0, t0, tE, Is, where
Is is the unlensed I-band magnitude of the source. The
best-fit parameters (and their errors) are found by min-
imizing the usual χ2 using the MINUIT program in the
CERN library† and are tabulated in Table 1 (model S).
The resulting χ2 is 9025.2 for 317 degrees of freedom. The
large χ2 indicates that the fit is unacceptable. This can
also be clearly seen in Figure 2, where we have plotted
the predicted light curve as the dotted line. The deviation
†http://wwwinfo.cern.ch/asd/cernlib/
4is apparent in the 2000 observing season. In fact, upon
closer examination, the model over-predicts the magnifi-
cation in the 1999 season as well (see the bottom inset in
Figure 2). Since the Galactic bulge fields are very crowded,
there could be some blended light from a nearby unlensed
source within the seeing disk of the lensed source, or there
could be some light from the lens itself. So in the model we
can introduce a blending parameter, f , which we define as
the fraction of light contributed by the lensed source in the
baseline (f = 1 if there is no blending). Note that blending
is introduced in our adoption of the magnitude zero point
obtained by the DoPhot photometry; the DIA method it-
self automatically subtracts out the blended light. The in-
clusion of the blending parameter reduces the χ2 to 2778.4
for 316 degrees of freedom. This model requires a blending
fraction f = 0.22, which is implausible considering the ex-
treme brightness of the lensed star. In any case, the χ2 is
better but still far from acceptable. We show below that
all these discrepancies can be removed by incorporating
the parallax effect.
To account for the parallax effect, we need to describe
the Earth motion around the Sun. We adopt a heliocen-
tric coordinate system with the z-axis toward the Ecliptic
north and the x-axis from the Sun toward the Earth at the
Vernal Equinox‡. The position of the Earth, to the first
order of the orbital eccentricity (ǫ ≈ 0.017), is then (e.g.,
Dominik 1998 and references therein)
x⊕(t) = A(t) cos[ξ(t)− φγ ],
y⊕(t) = A(t) sin[ξ(t)− φγ ], (13)
z⊕(t) = 0,
where
A(t) = AU (1− ǫ cosΦ), ξ(t) = Φ + 2ǫ sinΦ (14)
with Φ = 2π(t−tp)/T , T = 1yr, and φγ ≈ 75.◦98 is the lon-
gitude difference between the Perihelion (tp = 1546.708)
and the Vernal Equinox (t ≡ JD−2450000 = 1623.816) for
J2000. The line of sight in the heliocentric coordinate sys-
tem is as usual described by two angular polar coordinates
(φ, χ). These two angles are related to the geocentric eclip-
tic coordinates (λ, β) by χ = β, and φ = π+λ. Again, for
OGLE-2000-BUL-43, β = −8.◦986, and λ = 271.◦863 (see,
e.g., Lang 1981 for conversions between different coordi-
nate systems).
To describe the lens parallax effect, we find it more intu-
itive to use the natural formalism as advocated by Gould
(2000), i.e., we project the usual lensing quantities into the
observer (and ecliptic) plane. The line of sight vector is
given by nˆ = (cosχ cosφ, cosχ sinφ, sinχ) in the heliocen-
tric coordinate system. For a vector, ~r, the component per-
pendicular to the line of sight is given by ~r⊥ = ~r− (~r · nˆ)nˆ.
For example, the perpendicular component of the Earth
position is ~r⊕,⊥ = ~r⊕ − (~r⊕ · nˆ)nˆ. Thus, a circle in the
lens plane (~r2⊥ = R
2) is mapped into an ellipse in the
ecliptic plane, which is given by,
r =
R√
1− cos2 χ cos2(Θ− φ) , (15)
where Θ is the polar angle in the ecliptic plane. The mi-
nor axis and major axis for the ellipse are R and R/ sinχ,
respectively.
The lens trajectory is described by two parameters, the
dimensionless impact parameter, u0, and the angle, ψ, be-
tween the heliocentric ecliptic x-axis and the normal to
the trajectory. Note that u0 is now more appropriately
the (dimensionless) minimum distance between the Sun-
source line and the lens trajectory. For convenience, we
define the Sun to be on the left-hand side of the lens tra-
jectory for u0 > 0. The lens position (in physical units)
projected into the ecliptic plane, ~rL = (xL, yL, 0), as a
function of time, is given by
xL = u0r˜E cosψ − τrE,p(ψ) sinψ,
yL = u0r˜E sinψ + τrE,p(ψ) cosψ, (16)
zL = 0,
where τ and r˜E are defined in equations (11) and (12), and
rE,p = r˜E/
√
1− cos2 χ sin2(π/2 + ψ − φ) is the Einstein
radius projected into the ecliptic plane in the direction of
the lens trajectory. The expression of rE,p can be derived
using equation (15) with Θ = π/2+ψ, where the factor π/2
arises because ψ is defined as the angle between the nor-
mal to the trajectory and the x-axis. We denote the vector
from the lens position (projected into the ecliptic plane)
toward the Earth as δ~r = ~r⊕ − ~rL. The component of δ~r
perpendicular to the line of sight is δ~r⊥ = δ~r − (δ~r · nˆ)nˆ.
The magnification can then be calculated using equation
(10) with u2 = (δ~r⊥/r˜E)
2.
In total, seven parameters (u0, t0, tE, Is, r˜E, ψ, f) are
needed to describe the parallax effect with blending. These
parameters are again found by minimizing χ2. In table 1,
we list the best fit parameters (model P); for this model,
the χ2 per degree of freedom is now unity due to our rescal-
ing of errors (see §2). In particular, we find that
r˜E = (3.62± 0.16)AU, ψ = (3.024± 0.005) rad. (17)
The correlation coefficient between r˜E and ψ is −0.088.
The predicted light curve is shown in Figure 2 as the
solid line. The model fits the data points very well. No-
tice that the model requires a marginal blending with
f = 0.911± 0.056. This is expected since the source star
is very bright, and it appears unlikely that any additional
source can contribute substantially to the total light. We
return to the degeneracy of solutions briefly in §6.
Using equations (1-2), and r˜E ≈ 3.62AU, we obtain the
lens mass as a function of the relative lens-source parallax
M =
c2r˜2E
4G
πrel = 0.23M⊙
(
3.5 kpc
Dd
− 7 kpc
Ds
)
. (18)
So the lens is likely to be low-mass unless it is unusually
close to us (Dd ∼ 1 kpc). Combining r˜E and tE, we can
also derive the projected velocity of the lens,
v˜ = µrelDrel =
r˜E
tE
= (40± 2) km s−1. (19)
The low projected velocity favors a disk-disk lensing event.
For such events, the observer, the lens and the source ro-
tate about the Galactic center with roughly the same ve-
locity, and the relative motion is only due to the small,
‡Another commonly used heliocentric system (e.g., in the Astronomical Almanac 2000) has the x-axis opposite to our definition.
5∼ 10 km s−1, random velocities (see, e.g., Derue et al.
1999). On the other hand, the chance for a bulge source
(with its much larger random velocity, ∼ 100 km s−1) to
have such a low projected velocity relative to the lens
(whether disk or bulge) is small. The low projected speed
and the long duration of this event imply that the Earth’s
motion induces a large excursion in the Einstein ring, and
this large deviation from rectilinear motion makes an accu-
rate parallax measurement possible, even though the event
has only barely reached its peak.
The accurate measurement of r˜E and ψ makes it pos-
sible to predict the light curve that would be seen by a
hypothetical observer anywhere in the solar system. Fig-
ure 5 shows the illumination pattern on January 1.000,
2001 UT. The two elliptical curves are iso-magnification
contours for A = 1.342 and 4, respectively; the outer con-
tour with A = 1.342 corresponds to the Einstein ‘ring’ in
the ecliptic plane. It appears as an ellipse in Figures 5
and 7 because the ecliptic plane is not perpendicular to
the source direction (cf. eq. 15). Various filled dots indi-
cate the positions of the source, Earth, Jupiter and Saturn
on this date. The open dots indicate the positions of the
source and the planets every half a year in the future.
From this figure, one can see that the inner contour nearly
coincides with the position of Jupiter on January 1, 2001,
hence an observer close to Jupiter will see a magnifica-
tion of about 4; the magnification is even higher some-
what later. The Cassini probe is currently approaching
Jupiter, for a fly-by acceleration on its way to Saturn, it
is therefore an ideal instrument to observe this event from
space. In the next section, we will discuss in some detail
the potential scientific returns of Cassini observations.
5. POTENTIAL SCIENTIFIC RETURNS OF CASSINI
OBSERVATIONS
In Figure 6 we show the light curve of OGLE-2000-BUL-
43 for an observer near Jupiter, mimicking the fly-by ob-
servations from Cassini. The light curve shows a spectac-
ular peak at JD≈ 2451940.5 (January 31, 2001). Figure 7
illustrates the position of Jupiter with respect to the il-
lumination pattern. It clearly shows that the lens and
Jupiter will come very close together and hence one will
see a very high magnification around that time.
When the physical impact parameter is comparable to
the stellar radius, microlensing light curves are substan-
tially modified by the finite source size effect (Gould 1994;
Nemiroff & Wickramasinghe 1994; Witt & Mao 1994).
More precisely, when
u0 ∼< u⋆ ≡
θ⋆
θE
=
c2
4GM
r˜Eθ⋆ =
0.008
M/M⊙
, (20)
then finite source size effects will be significant and it be-
comes feasible to measure θE, hence providing one more
constraint on the lens parameters. Our best-fit model
has a minimum impact parameter (in the lens plane)
u0 = 3.6 × 10−3, and so unless the lens is very close to
us and very massive (eq. 18), the finite source size will be
resolved. The inset in Fig. 6 illustrates this effect where we
have adopted θE = 0.47mas. The effect is quite dramatic.
In comparison, the effect is negligible for an observer on
Earth. Note that the peak of the light curve only depends
on u⋆ = θ⋆/θE. So the peak can be higher if the angular
Einstein radius is larger, and vice versa.
To plan space observations, it is important to estimate
the errors in the minimum impact parameter (u0) and the
peak time (t0). We have performed Monte Carlo simu-
lations to estimate their uncertainties (e.g., Press et al.
1992). We find that the 95% confidence limits on u0 and
t0 are 10
−4 < u0 < 0.011 and 1938.3 < t0 < 1941.3, re-
spectively. It is therefore very likely that the magnification
at Jupiter will be very high. The peak time is accurate to
about 3 days while the finite source size effect lasts for
about twenty days (see the inset in Figure 6). To detect
this effect, it is crucial to have at least a few observa-
tions during the lens transit across the stellar surface (Peng
1995). If the finite source size effect is indeed observed by
Cassini, then we can measure θE, and this will lead to, for
the first time, a complete solution of the lens parameters,
including the lens mass, the relative lens-source parallax
and proper motions (see introduction). We again empha-
size that the determination of mass is independent of the
source distance if θE is measured (cf. eq. 1).
6. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
OGLE-2000-BUL-43 is the longest microlensing event
observed by the OGLE project. It is also the first event,
in which the parallax effect is observed over a 2 year pe-
riod, making the association of the acceleration term with
the motion of the Earth unambiguous. Photometric ac-
curacy at the 0.5% level enabled a detailed study of the
event parameters partly removing the degeneracy between
the mass, velocity and distance. We conclude that the lens
is slow moving, and unless it is unusually close to us, the
lens mass is expected to be small.
The main aim of this paper is to strongly encourage fur-
ther efforts to observe OGLE-2000-BUL-43, as this may
lead the first complete determination of the lens param-
eters. We could even consider a confirmation of the pre-
dictions from Figure 6 to be an ultimate proof of our un-
derstanding of the microlensing geometry. This is partic-
ularly important since the lens model may not be unique.
For example, we found another model (see Table 1, model
P′) that has χ2 = 320.8 but with the blending param-
eter f = 0.77. This model predicts a much lower peak
(Ipeak = 12.2) for an observer close to Jupiter. Even
late space observations will be useful for distinguishing
these two models. For example, the best-fit model pre-
dicts I = 12.7 and I = 13.0 on April 1 and May 1,
2001 respectively, while the slightly worse model predicts
I = 13.0 and I = 13.2 on these dates. The difference
between these two models can reach 0.02mag in the next
season for ground-based observations and hence may be
detectable from the ground as well. However, the alter-
native model appears physically unlikely since the source
star is so bright that one would expect f close to 1, as
found in our best fit model. The blending parameter may
also be constrained by spectroscopic observations (Mao,
Lennon & Reetz 1998). A high-resolution VLT spectrum
has already been taken and is currently being analyzed (K.
Gorski 2000, private communication). It will shed further
light on the stellar parameters (such as surface gravity)
and the radial velocity of the lensed source.
We acknowledge Bohdan Paczyn´ski for many inspiring
discussions and comments on the manuscript. We are in-
6debted to Andrew Gould for a prompt, detailed and in-
sightful referee’s report that substantially improved the
paper, particularly concerning the angular stellar radius
estimate. We also thank Andy Drake for many useful com-
ments. This work was supported by the grants Polish KBN
2P03D00814 and NSF AST 98-20314.
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7Table 1
The best standard model (first row) and the best parallax model with blending (second row) for
OGLE-2000-BUL-43. The third rows shows a parallax fit with slightly worse χ2 (see §6).
Model t0 tE (day) u0 Is ψ r˜E (AU) f χ
2
S 1898.7 ± 0.1 169.6 ± 0.3 0.0± 0.002 13.5366 ± 0.0004 — — — 9025.2
P 1893.4 ± 1.0 156.4 ± 4.4 0.27± 0.01 13.5406 ± 0.0004 3.024 ± 0.005 3.62± 0.18 0.911 ± 0.056 314
P′ 1842.5 ± 0.9 158.2 ± 4.2 −0.11± 0.01 13.5406 ± 0.0004 3.017 ± 0.007 4.79± 0.22 0.77± 0.04 320.8
8Fig. 1.— Finding chart for the OGLE-2000-BUL-43 microlensing event. The size of I-band subframe is 120′′ × 120′′; North is up and East
to the left.
9Fig. 2.— I-band light curve for the microlensing event OGLE-2000-BUL-43. The magnitude scale is shown on the left y-axis, while linear
magnification is shown on the right y-axis. The dotted line is the standard model while the solid line is the best-fit model that takes into
account the parallax effect and blending (second row in Table 1). The vertical dashed line marks January 1, 2001, 0UT. The three insets
show the the data points for the 1997, 1998 and 1999 seasons, respectively.
10
Fig. 3.— Distribution of residuals with respect to the model for measurements with the DIA pipeline. Width of the bin is 0.005 mag.
Sigmas of fitted Gaussian is 0.0055 mag. Additional dashed vertical lines indicate the largest differences between the classical single point
microlensing model and the parallax fit.
11
Fig. 4.— Color-magnitude diagram of the BUL SC7 field. Only about 10% of field stars are plotted by tiny dots. Position of OGLE-2000-
BUL-43 event is marked by cross in the circle.
12
Fig. 5.— Illumination patterns for OGLE-2000-BUL-43 in the heliocentric ecliptic coordinates on January 1, 2001, 0UT. The +x-axis
points from the Sun toward the Earth on the day of Vernal Equinox. The two solid elliptical curves are the iso-magnification contours with
magnification 1.342 and 4, respectively. The three dotted circles are the orbits of the Earth, Jupiter and Saturn, respectively. The solid filled
dots on the Earth, Jupiter and Saturn orbits indicate their positions on January 1, 2001, while the open dots indicate their positions every
half a year in the future. The straight line indicates the lens trajectory and the dot symbols have the same meaning as those on the planetary
orbits. The directions of motions are indicated by arrows. Notice that the whole illumination pattern (iso-magnification contours) comoves
with the lens.
13
Fig. 6.— Light curve for OGLE-2000-BUL-43 as seen by an observer close to Jupiter. Notice that it reaches a much higher peak around
January 31, 2001 than that on the Earth. The vertical dashed line marks January 1, 2001, 0UT (corresponding to the filled dots in Figure 5).
The magnitude scale is shown on the left y-axis, while linear magnification is shown on the right y-axis. The dotted line shows the magnification
for a point source while the solid line illustrates the finite source size effect. The inset shows the light curve close to the peak of the light
curve.
14
Fig. 7.— Illumination patterns for OGLE-2000-BUL-43 in the heliocentric ecliptic coordinates on January 31, 2001, 0UT. The notations are
similar to those in Figure 5. The filled dots correspond to t = 1840.5 while the open dots are separated by 15 days. The contours correspond
to magnifications of 5, 20 and 40 (from outer to inner), respectively. The two dashed lines bracket roughly the region that the finite source
size effect can be observed.
